**Electric Components**

**Windshield Wiper Kits:** We offer two types of wiper kits; the polished stainless temporary Quick-Mount wiper (A) that clips over an open car windshield frame and (B) a standard permanent mount model in black. Both are compact in design, include a S/S arm, blade and run on 12 volts.

(A) #011-SR-17508-SWK Quick-Mount S/S wiper: $125.00 kit.
(B) #011-A-17508-12 Standard black wiper: $40.00 kit
(C) #011-JJ-17529 Replacement blade: $5.00 ea.

**Battery Disconnect:** A dead battery is bad news. So we use this battery disconnect which, at the turn of a knob, isolates the battery and prevents drain when your car is stored. It’s also a quick way to isolate the battery when you’re working on your car.

#036-09295000 Battery disconnect: $14.95 ea.

**External Jumper Terminals:** Over the years, SO-CAL has built a number of customs with electric door handles and we know that a flat battery is the worst nightmare, especially when you’re out on the highway. Well, we have the answer in these auxiliary, external jumper terminals. They’re located, say, under the rear fender, and are easily wired into the battery circuit. They come in pairs (red and black) with protective rubber caps.

#001-620500 External jumper terminals: $24.95 pr.

**Batter/Safety Kill Switch:** No hot rod should be without a battery kill switch and we offer 2 types; (A) has a removable key and (B) has a fixed lever. Both are rated at 180 amps for continuous service and 1000amps for 20 second surges. They also prevent battery drain and are a cost effective theft deterrent.

(A) #050-51-319 Battery kill switch w/removable key: $38.99 ea.
(B) #001-60108 Battery kill switch w/fixed lever: $24.95 ea.